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ABSTRACT
Muscle denervation resulting from injury, disease or aging results in impaired motor function. Restoring neuromuscular communication requires axonal regrowth and endplate reinnervation. Muscle activity inhibits the reinnervation of denervated muscle. The mechanism by which muscle activity regulates muscle reinnervation is poorly understood. Dach2 and Hdac9 are activity-regulated transcriptional co-repressors that are highly expressed in innervated muscle and suppressed following muscle denervation. Dach2 and Hdac9 control the expression of endplate-associated genes such as those encoding nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs). Here we tested the idea that Dach2 and Hdac9 mediate the effects of muscle activity on muscle reinnervation. Dach2 and Hdac9 were found to act in a collaborative fashion to inhibit reinnervation of denervated mouse skeletal muscle and appear to act, at least in part, by inhibiting denervation-dependent induction of Myog and Gdf5 gene expression. Although Dach2 and Hdac9 inhibit Myog and Gdf5 mRNA expression, Myog does not regulate Gdf5 transcription. Thus, Myog and Gdf5 appear to stimulate muscle reinnervation through parallel pathways. These studies suggest that manipulating the Dach2-Hdac9 signaling system, and Gdf5 in particular, might be a good approach for enhancing motor function in instances where neuromuscular communication has been disrupted.
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INTRODUCTION
Communication between nerve and muscle takes place at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) where presynaptic motor axons release neurotransmitter that is bound by receptors concentrated in the muscle’s endplate region. This communication is often disrupted in people suffering from neuromuscular diseases and age-related sarcopenia, and results in reduced motor function. Therefore, devising strategies for restoring neuromuscular communication might help people with these conditions. Indeed, miR206 was found to promote regeneration of neuromuscular synapses and this appeared to slow disease progression and increase survival in a mouse model of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) (Williams et al., 2009).

Although mechanisms controlling muscle reinnervation are poorly understood, it is clear that muscle activity plays an inhibitory role (Jansen et al., 1973; Cangianio et al., 1980; Hennig, 1987). Dach2 and Hdac9 are transcriptional co-repressors highly expressed in innervated muscle and suppressed following muscle denervation (Mejat et al., 2005; Tang and Goldman, 2006; Tang et al., 2009). They mediate activity-dependent suppression of Myog, a muscle-specific transcription factor that is induced in denervated muscle (Buonanno et al., 1992) and an activator of genes encoding endplate-associated proteins, like nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) and Musk (Mejat et al., 2005; Tang and Goldman, 2006; Tang et al., 2006). Thus, Dach2 and Hdac9 are candidates for mediating the inhibitory effects of muscle activity on muscle reinnervation.

In order for muscle activity to regulate muscle reinnervation it is expected to affect the expression of secreted factors that impact motor axons and their ability to reform neuromuscular connections. Previous studies have suggested that secreted factors like Igf, Bdnf, Gdnf, Nt-3 and Nt-4 (also known as Ntf3 and Ntf5, respectively) are released from muscle and might be involved in motor neuron survival, axonal sprouting and maturation (Smith et al., 1985; Rassendren et al., 1992; Caroni, 1993; Koliatsos et al., 1993; Funakoshi et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1995; Gould et al., 2008); however, none have been shown to regulate the reinnervation of endplates.

Here we report that Dach2 and Hdac9 collaborate to inhibit muscle reinnervation of pre-existing endplates. We show that Myog is regulated in a Dach2/Hdac9-dependent fashion and that loss of Myog expression results in delayed muscle reinnervation. Importantly, we found that Dach2-Hdac9 signaling also inhibits Gdf5 expression and that Gdf5 is a muscle tissue-derived factor that appears to act in a retrograde fashion to stimulate endplate reinnervation.

RESULTS
Dach2 and Hdac9 inhibit reinnervation of denervated muscle endplates
To investigate if Dach2 and Hdac9 controlled muscle reinnervation, we first used a nerve transfer model where the distal end of the tibial nerve innervating the soleus muscle is severed and transplanted to the soleus’ periphery, and then allowed to re-grow over the muscle surface where it can form ectopic endplates and also reconnect with old endplates (Payne and Brushart, 1997). These experiments were performed on wild-type (Wt), Dach2−/−, Hdac9−/− and Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− mice. Unlike the predominantly slow fiber composition of rat soleus muscle, the mouse soleus muscle is mixed with a slightly higher percentage of fast fibers over slow fibers (Wigston and English, 1992). Upon dissection of soleus muscles at 6 weeks post nerve transfer, Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− muscles appeared to display less relative atrophy than those from Wt, Dach2−/− and Hdac9−/− animals (Fig. 1A, Fig. S1A). Quantification of muscle mass confirmed this observation (Fig. 1B). By contrast, when soleus muscles were not allowed to reinnervate in Wt and Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− mice, a similar amount of denervation-dependent atrophy was observed (Fig. 1C). This suggested that the reduced atrophy
noted in Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− muscles after nerve transfer might have resulted from an enhanced rate of muscle reinnervation.

Encouraged by the above results, we quantified the number of reinnervated endplates in soleus muscles of Wt, Dach2−/−, Hdac9−/− and Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− mice after muscle denervation with subsequent nerve transfer. For this analysis βIII tubulin immunofluorescence was used to visualize regenerating nerves and presynaptic terminals, and fluorescent α-Btx was used to visualize muscle endplates (Fig. 2A). Depending on the extent of βIII tubulin and α-Btx overlap, endplates were scored as completely reinnervated (100% overlap), partially reinnervated (~10–80% overlap) or denervated (no overlap). Within the first couple of days of muscle denervation, Wt and Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− mice exhibited a similar rate of motor nerve degeneration with ~90% of the muscle endplates exhibiting no association with βIII tubulin immunofluorescence and a complete loss of SV2 presynaptic terminal staining (data not shown). When denervated soleus muscles were evaluated for endplate reinnervation at 6 weeks post nerve transfer, we found significant differences at the original pre-existing endplates, which were more completely innervated in Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− mice compared with Wt, Dach2−/−, or Hdac9−/− mice (Fig. 2B,C). The enhanced reinnervation of Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− muscle was reflected by a stronger muscle twitch and tetanic force when stimulating the transplanted nerve (Fig. 2D). Consistent with these observations, we also found a tendency for an increase in the total number of ectopic α-Btx+ plaques formed in Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− muscles when they were evaluated 14 days post nerve transfer (Wt=433±132 versus Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/−=580±161). Over time it became increasingly difficult to visualize ectopic endplates as the transplanted nerve preferentially migrated toward the original endplates.

When our analysis of presynaptic nerve terminal overlap with endplates was applied to innervated muscle, we found no significant differences between Wt and Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− mice (Fig. 3B). Similarly, endplate surface areas and muscle fiber widths were unaffected by Dach2 and Hdac9 deletion (Fig. S1B), and no significant endplate fragmentation was noted. However, consistent with previous studies suggesting that Dach2 and Hdac9 mediate activity-dependent suppression of Myog and genes encoding nAChR proteins (Méjat et al., 2005; Tang and Goldman, 2006), we found their combined deletion in innervated and denervated muscle generally increased the expression of these genes more so than their individual deletion (Fig. S1C,D). Taken together, these data suggested that Dach2 and Hdac9 collaborate to inhibit muscle reinnervation.

In the above model of muscle reinnervation, the interpretation of the results could have been influenced by the precise location of the nerve transplant as well as the degree of muscle damage induced during transplantation. Therefore, we next tested if Dach2 and Hdac9 also inhibited endplate reinnervation using a nerve crush model in which the tibial nerve branch to the soleus muscle is specifically directed to original endplates by regenerating through its perineural sheath. As in the nerve transplant experiments, we found a significant enhancement of endplate reinnervation in Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− mice compared with Wt, Dach2−/−, or...
Dach2 and Hdac9 act on muscle to regulate endplate reinnervation. We electroporated muscle reinnervation. To test if Dach2 and Hdac9 acted on muscle and nerve to regulate nerves, whereas Hdac9 was induced in cells associated with injured expressed in motor neurons and cells associated with the motor In addition to their expression in muscle, we found that Dach2 was reinnervation. Dach2 and Hdac9 act on muscle to inhibit endplate results in expression that is restricted to electroporated muscle fibers (Kong et al., 2004; Sadasivam et al., 2005). Consistent with these studies, we find GFP confined to muscle and no indication of electroporation of Schwann cells or nerve (Fig. S1G). We also note that in contrast to denervated muscle, there are no macrophages in innervated muscle so they too cannot be electroporated (Fig. S1H). We generally observe ∼30% of the soleus fibers are electroporated at the site of DNA injection (Fig. 4B). At 12 days post nerve crush, the number of fully innervated and denervated endplates on GFP+ electroporated fibers was quantified. Consistent with the idea that Dach2 and Hdac9 act on muscle gene expression programs to regulate endplate reinnervation, forced expression of Dach2 and/or Hdac9 in denervated Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− soleus muscle suppressed reinnervation (Fig. 4C,D). The incomplete inhibition of endplate reinnervation by Dach2 and Hdac9 overexpression in muscle might indicate insufficient expression levels, the contribution of other cell types, or the involvement of additional inhibitory pathways. Nonetheless, these data suggest Dach2 and Hdac9 act in a redundant fashion to suppress muscle reinnervation.

**Myog stimulates muscle reinnervation**

Our data suggested that Dach2 and Hdac9 might act by repressing the expression of genes contributing to enhanced reinnervation of denervated muscle. Previous studies have shown Dach2 and Hdac9 repress Myog expression and that Myog regulated the expression of genes that are associated with endplate formation, like those encoding nAChRs and Musk (Méjat et al., 2005; Macpherson et al., 2006; Tang and Goldman, 2006; Tang et al., 2006, 2009). Interestingly, miR206, a gene previously shown to participate in endplate reinnervation (Williams et al., 2009) is also regulated in a Dach2/Hdac9-dependent manner (Fig. S1E).

Because Myog is a transcription factor that has the potential to regulate gene expression programs impacting synapse regeneration, we investigated whether Myog deletion in adult muscle repressed endplate reinnovation. In innervated muscle, expression of nAChR-encoding genes is repressed (Goldman et al., 1988; Goldman and Staple, 1989; Buonanno et al., 1992) and Myog deletion modestly reduced this basal expression (Fig. S2A). Importantly, endplate surface areas and muscle fiber widths were unaffected by Myog deletion (Fig. S2B) and no significant endplate fragmentation was noted. By contrast, Myog deletion prior to nerve crush resulted in significant delays in the rate of endplate reinnervation (Fig. 5) and this was reversed by forced expression of Myog (Fig. S2C). Thus, Myog is under control of the Dach2-Hdac9 signaling system and its induction following soleus muscle denervation enhances endplate reinnervation.

**Gdf5 is induced in denervated muscle in a Dach2/Hdac9-dependent manner**

Our data are consistent with the idea that Dach2 and Hdac9 suppress the expression of genes that stimulate muscle reinnervation in adult muscle. Interestingly, even the reduced levels of Dach2 and Hdac9 found in denervated muscle are sufficient to inhibit muscle reinnervation (Figs 2, 3). Based on these observations we hypothesized that genes mediating the effects of Dach2 and Hdac9 would be induced following muscle denervation and further increased in denervated muscle of Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− mice. Furthermore, because the products of these genes stimulate muscle reinnervation, we suspected they would encode secreted proteins that could act on motor neurons. Previously identified candidate genes included Gdnf, Bdnf, Cntf, Nr-3 and Fgfbp1 (Caroni, 1993; Koliatsos et al., 1993; Funakoshi et al., 1995; Caroni, 1993; Koliatsos et al., 1993; Funakoshi et al., 1995;
Griesbeck et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1995; Gould et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2009); however, none of these met our criterion of being super-induced in 3-day denervated muscle from Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− mice (Fig. S3A). Therefore, we developed an RNAseq-based screen to identify genes that fit the above criterion. For this analysis, we compared the transcriptomes from Wt innervated muscle, Wt denervated muscle and Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− denervated muscle. Candidate genes were identified by focusing on differentially expressed genes with an abundance greater than five fragments per kilobase of exon per million fragments mapped.
(FPKM), induced at least two-fold after Wt muscle denervation, super-induced in denervated muscle of Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− mice and encoded a secreted protein (http://spd.cbi.pku.edu.cn/). This analysis identified Serpina3m, Serpina3n and Gdf5 (Fig. S3B). Of these, the most highly induced gene was Gdf5, a member of the bone morphogenetic protein (Bmp) family (Nishitoh et al., 1996). Although Bmps have not been previously associated with mammalian NMJs, they have been demonstrated to serve as retrograde signals that mediate activity-dependent remodeling of the Drosophila NMJ (Berke et al., 2013; Piccioli and Littleton, 2014). Because of its high induction in Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− denervated muscle and this evolutionary connection, we decided to investigate if Gdf5 was a muscle tissue-derived factor that could regulate muscle reinnervation in an activity-dependent manner.

We first confirmed the RNAseq data using RT-PCR and qPCR. This analysis revealed ∼80-fold induction of Gdf5 mRNA at 3 days post denervation which was further enhanced when Dach2 and Hdac9 were deleted (Fig. 6A,B). Electroporation of denervated muscle with either a combination of sCMV:GFP, sCMV:Dach2 and sCMV:Hdac9 expression vectors or an sCMV:GFP vector alone, also suggested Dach2/Hdac9 inhibit denervation-dependent Gdf5 mRNA expression (Fig. S3C). Gdf5 mRNA levels peaked within 3 days post denervation of soleus muscle and then decreased over the next 10 days (Fig. 6C,D). This timeframe corresponds to when most endplates begin to reinnervate, as only ∼30% of the endplates are fully denervated at 7 days post nerve crush and this is reduced to less than 10% at 14 days post nerve crush (Fig. 3C).

Using nAChRε (also known as Chrne) mRNA as a positive control for an RNA localized to NMJs (Goldman and Staple, 1989), we found Gdf5 mRNA is ∼3-fold more abundant in junctional than extrajunctional regions of denervated muscle (Fig. 6E,F), which might suggest a gradient of Gdf5 expression emanating from endplates. Surprisingly, denervation-dependent Gdf5 induction was independent of Myog expression (Fig. 6G). When comparing nerve

---

Fig. 6. Gdf5 gene expression is regulated by muscle activity in a Dach2/Hdac9-dependent manner. (A) RT-PCR and (B) qPCR show Gdf5 mRNA levels in innervated (Inn) and denervated (Den) soleus muscle from Wt and Dach2−/−/Hdac9−/− mice. Error bars are s.d.; n=3. **P<0.01. (C) RT-PCR and (D) qPCR shows changes in Gdf5 mRNA at various times post muscle denervation. Error bars are s.d.; n=3. **P<0.01; ***P<0.001. (E) RT-PCR and (F) qPCR show Gdf5 and nAChRε mRNA expression in junctional and extrajunctional regions of innervated and denervated soleus muscle. mRNA values are relative to innervated nAChRε mRNA (Y-axis on the left) and to innervated Gdf5 mRNA (Y-axis on the right). Error bars are s.d.; n=4. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001. (G) qPCR show Gdf5 mRNA levels in innervated (Inn) and denervated (Den) soleus muscle from Wt and Myog−/− mice. Error bars are s.d.; n=3 for Wt and n=2 for Myog−/−. (H) RT-PCR and (I) qPCR shows expression levels of the indicated mRNAs in innervated and denervated soleus muscle, uninjured and axotomized (Ax) motor neurons and cells associated with uninjured or crushed (Cr) sciatic nerve. For qPCR values were normalized to γ-Actin for muscle and Gapdh for motor neuron and sciatic nerve. Error bars are s.d.; n=3. *P<0.05; **P<0.01 relative to uninjured for each tissue.
and muscle components, we found Gdf5 predominantly in denervated muscle, whereas Gdf5 receptors (Bmpr1a, 1b, and 2) are in muscle, motor nerve and sciatic nerve-associated cells (Fig. 6H1). However, motor neurons appeared to preferentially express high levels of the preferred Gdf5 receptor complex Bmpr1b/Bmpr2 (Fig. 6H) (Nishitoh et al., 1996). These data are consistent with the idea that Gdf5 is a factor produced by muscle tissue that can act on both muscle and nerve.

**Gdf5 stimulates muscle reinnervation**

We next investigated if Gdf5 knockdown in denervated muscle affected muscle reinnervation. For this analysis we first electroporated muscle with a CMV:GFP expression vector and one of two different Gdf5-targeting siRNAs. We then crushed the tibial nerve branch leading to the soleus muscle (Fig. 7A,B). Although Gdf5 knockdown had no effect on NMJs in innervated muscle (Fig. 7D), nerve crush experiments showed that Gdf5 knockdown (GFP+ fibers) did not reinnervate muscle (Fig. S4A,B). These data are consistent with the idea that Gdf5 is a factor produced by muscle tissue that can act on both muscle and nerve.

Although Gdf5<sup>bp4j</sup> mice exhibited a trend towards decreased nAChRα (also known as Chrnα1) and increased nAChRε gene expression these were not statistically significant changes (Fig. S4C). At 7 days post tibial nerve crush, the regenerating Gdf5<sup>bp4j</sup> tibial nerve appeared to exhibit excessive branching, which was quantified by counting the number of βIII tubulin+ nerve branches that contacted or crossed over an individual endplate (Fig. 8A,B). Because of the excessive branching noted in the regenerating tibial nerve of Gdf5<sup>bp4j</sup> mice, we were concerned that βIII tubulin staining might have difficulty in distinguishing nerves growing over endplates from those forming NMJs. Therefore, we used SV2 immunofluorescence to quantify synapse regeneration at 7 days post nerve crush and found more fully denervated endplates in Gdf5<sup>bp4j</sup> mice (Fig. 8C,D). Although many endplates had nerve branches growing over them in the Gdf5<sup>bp4j</sup> mice at 7 days post nerve crush (Fig. 8A,B), most (~80%) were scored as denervated as they lacked differentiated SV2-positive nerve terminals (Fig. 8C,D). By contrast, most nerve branches contacting endplates in Wt mice at 7 days post nerve crush exhibited some SV2 staining (Fig. 8C,D). It is noteworthy that even at 7 days post nerve crush in Wt muscle, βIII tubulin and SV2 staining gave comparable results (~35% fully denervated endplates; Fig. 3C, Fig. 8D). At later time points βIII tubulin staining proved reliable in labeling nerve terminals in Gdf5<sup>bp4j</sup> mice and demonstrated that the lag in muscle reinnervation in Gdf5<sup>bp4j</sup> mice persisted out to 21 days post nerve crush (Fig. 8D).

Importantly, Gdf5<sup>bp4j</sup>/− motor nerve terminals degenerated at a similar rate as that observed in Wt and Dach2<sup>−/−</sup>/Hdac9<sup>−/−</sup> mice. We electroporated Gdf5<sup>bp4j</sup> soleus muscle with either CMV:GFP alone or a combination of CMV:GFP and CMV:Gdf5 expression vectors...
and found that forced expression of Gdf5 in muscle rescued the poor reinnervation phenotype of \textit{Gdf5bp-4j} mice (Fig. S4G). This analysis is consistent with the idea that denervation-dependent Gdf5 expression in muscle enhances muscle reinnervation and synapse formation.

Our analysis of muscle reinnervation in \textit{Dach2}−/−/\textit{Hdac9}−/− mice revealed enhanced rates of muscle reinnervation (Figs 2, 3) that was correlated with Gdf5 mRNA super-induction (Fig. 6A,B). To directly test if Gdf5 mRNA induction contributed to the enhanced muscle reinnervation noted in \textit{Dach2}−/−/\textit{Hdac9}−/− mice, we electroporated denervated \textit{Dach2}−/−/\textit{Hdac9}−/− muscle with either a control siRNA targeting \textit{E. coli lacZ} mRNA or an experimental siRNA targeting mouse Gdf5 mRNA. Fourteen days post muscle denervation, muscles were sectioned and fully innervated endplates were quantified. This analysis showed that knockdown of Gdf5 reduced the number of fully innervated endplates by ∼40% (Fig. 9A,B). Thus, Gdf5 contributes to both the normal reinnervation of endplates in Wt mice and the enhanced reinnervation of endplates noted in \textit{Dach2}−/−/\textit{Hdac9}−/− mice.

\textbf{Identification of the Gdf5bp-4j mutation causing brachypodism and reduced endplate reinnervation}

The Gdf5bp-4j mouse harbors a spontaneous recessive mutation that maps to the brachypodism locus on chromosome 2 and...
complementation tests with other brachypodism alleles proved this mutation is an allele of Gdf5 (Jackson Laboratory, stock 014183). However, the nature of this mutation remained unknown. RT-PCR confirmed normal denervation-dependent Gdf5 mRNA expression in Gdf5bp-4j mouse muscle (Fig. 10A). To identify the Gdf5bp-4j mutation, we sequenced Gdf5 cDNA prepared from denervated Wt and Gdf5bp-4j muscle. This analysis identified a 4 bp deletion in the Gdf5 mRNA from Gdf5bp-4j mice that causes a reading frame shift in the carboxy-terminal region (Fig. 10B,C). Amino acid changes in this region have previously been implicated in causing brachypodism in the Gdf5bp-5j mouse (T484N) (Jackson Laboratory, stock 021333) and in humans (C498S) (Everman et al., 2002). These data suggest the possibility that human mutations causing brachypodism might also inhibit muscle reinnervation.

**DISCUSSION**

The work reported here identifies a Dach2-Hdac9 signaling system that mediates the inhibitory effects of muscle activity on muscle reinnervation and appears to do so, at least in part, by inhibiting the expression of RNAs encoding Myog, miR206 and Gdf5. We found that Gdf5 is specifically expressed in muscle tissue and appears to act in a retrograde fashion to stimulate endplate reinnervation. Our analysis of Gdf5 mRNA expression suggests that Gdf5 is enriched in endplate regions of the denervated muscle fiber. Finally, we identified a 4-nucleotide deletion in the Gdf5 gene that is responsible for both brachypodia and reduced muscle reinnervation in Gdf5bp-5j mice.

The reinnervation of denervated muscle is a multistep process where motor axons must regrow over the muscle surface, recognize and approach denervated endplates, and then grow over this structure so axon terminals are in perfect register with the underlying endplate. Our data suggests that the Dach2-Hdac9-Gdf5 signaling system might participate in many of these events. The observation that Gdf5 mRNA is expressed in a gradient emanating from denervated endplates might indicate that the regenerating motor axons use this gradient to identify old endplates. Furthermore, the reduced differentiation of axon terminals and increased axonal branching in Gdf5bp-4j mice suggests that the Gdf5 signaling gradient might contribute to endplate recognition by the axon, axonal growth arrest and axon terminal differentiation.

Dach2 and Hdac9 are transcriptional corepressors that are highly expressed in innervated muscle and decrease following muscle denervation (Méjat et al., 2005; Tang and Goldman, 2006; Tang et al., 2009). Using two models of nerve injury we show that Dach2 and Hdac9 reduce the rate of muscle reinnervation. These factors appear to act in a collaborative fashion as their individual deletion had only small effects. Remarkably, even in denervated muscle, residual Dach2 and Hdac9 are sufficient to inhibit muscle reinnervation. Our data suggest that Dach2 and Hdac9 mediate their effects, at least in part, by controlling Myog and Gdf5 expression. Both Myog and Gdf5 mRNAs are induced in Wt denervated muscle and super-induced in denervated muscle from Dach2/Hdac9 null mice. Importantly, Myog deleted mice and...
Gdf5bp<sup>−/−</sup> mutant mice had a slower rate of soleus muscle reinnervation than Wt mice, and the enhanced reinnervation of endplates noted in Dach2<sup>−/−</sup>/Hdac9<sup>−/−</sup> mice is inhibited by Gdf5 knockdown. Although our observations on the effect of Myog and Gdf5 on muscle reinnervation were limited to soleus muscle, these proteins are induced after denervation of other skeletal muscles (Tang and Goldman, 2006; Tang et al., 2009; Sartori et al., 2013); however, the generality of their effect on muscle reinnervation remains to be tested.

The Dach2-Hdac9-Myog signaling system might contribute to endplate reinnervation by regulating endplate-associated genes, like those encoding Musk and nAChRs that are crucial components of the endplate complex. In addition, miR206 is an important regulator of muscle reinnervation (Williams et al., 2009) and our data indicates that miR206 is regulated by the Dach2-Hdac9 signaling system. Interestingly, the miR206 promoter harbors Myog consensus E-box binding sites that control its induction in denervated muscle (Rao et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2009). Based on these regulatory properties and the observations that loss of Myog or miR206 expression results in attenuated rates of reinnervation, we propose that the Dach2-Hdac9 signaling system inhibits muscle reinnervation, in part by suppressing a Myog-miR206 signaling cascade. In addition, we suspect other factors will also impinge on these signaling pathways and two such candidates are Msy3 (also known as Ybx3) and MyoD (also known as Myod1). Msy3 is induced in innervated muscle and, like Dach2 and/or Hdac9, suppresses Myog gene expression (Berghella et al., 2008) and thereby, might inhibit muscle reinnervation. MyoD is an activity-regulated transcription factor that is induced in denervated muscle (Buonanno et al., 1992) and often collaborates with Myog to regulate gene expression (Cao et al., 2006).

Myog induction has previously been noted to regulate denervation-dependent muscle atrophy, at least in part by activating atrophy-related genes (Moresi et al., 2010; Macpherson et al., 2011). In innervated muscle of Dach2<sup>−/−</sup>/Hdac9<sup>−/−</sup> mice, we find increased Myog without increased muscle atrophy. This might suggest that Myog is insufficient to drive muscle atrophy on its own and collaborates with other factors induced in denervated muscle, or that the levels of Myog induction noted in Dach2<sup>−/−</sup>/Hdac9<sup>−/−</sup> innervated muscle are below the threshold for stimulating muscle atrophy. Indeed, although Myog RNA levels are elevated in Dach2<sup>−/−</sup>/Hdac9<sup>−/−</sup> innervated muscle, they are around one-tenth that observed after muscle denervation.

An analysis of the denervated muscle transcriptome for RNAs encoding secreted factors that were induced in denervated muscle and super-induced in denervated muscle from Dach2/Hdac9 null mice identified Gdf5, Serpina3m and Serpina3n. Serpina3n and Serpina3n are members of a large family of secreted serine protease inhibitors (Forsyth et al., 2003) that appear to be expressed at the NMJ and are regulated by muscle denervation (Akaaboune et al., 1993, 1994). Although their function remains untested, they could influence the availability of trophic factors and modify the extracellular environment of the muscle so it is more conducive to muscle reinnervation.

We chose to focus on Gdf5, a member of the Bmp and Tgf-β family of secreted proteins that has been shown to regulate mammalian bone and/or cartilage formation and muscle atrophy (Storm et al., 1994; Jin and Li, 2013; Sartori et al., 2013). Whereas Bmp family members have been shown to regulate activity-dependent formation and plasticity of the Drosophila NMJ (Berke et al., 2013; Piccioli and Littleton, 2014), our study is the first to suggest a role for these proteins at the mammalian NMJ. Although we show that Gdf5 is super-induced in Dach2/Hdac9 null mice and that loss of Gdf5 inhibits muscle reinnervation, we found that denervation-dependent induction of Gdf5 was independent of Myog. This suggests that the Dach2-Hdac9 signaling system participates in the regulation of at least two signaling pathways that converge on endplate reinnervation.

Although our data suggest Gdf5 regulates muscle reinnervation, a number of additional considerations regarding Gdf5 remain to be resolved. First, it is not known if the Gdf5 mRNA gradient is reflected by Gdf5 protein expression and whether a gradient of Gdf5 expression is important to endplate reinnervation. Second, although our data demonstrates that Gdf5 is highly enriched in denervated muscle tissue relative to nerve-associated cells and motor neurons, we cannot currently rule out the possibility that this enrichment occurs in nerve terminal associated Schwann cells, or some other muscle-associated cell type. However, its expression in extrajunctional regions of the muscle does suggest that at least part of the Gdf5 signal is derived from muscle. Third, we cannot unequivocally state that Gdf5 functions in a retrograde manner to promote muscle reinnervation. Our data indicate that receptors for Gdf5 are expressed in both muscle tissue and motor neurons. Given the observation that Gdf5 expression attenuates the magnitude of denervation-induced atrophy (Sartori et al., 2013), it is possible that the delay in reinnervation observed in Gdf5bp<sup>−/−</sup> mice was secondary to the loss of Gdf5 signaling within the muscle itself. Resolving this issue will require experiments involving tissue-specific knockout of Gdf5 receptors in both muscle and motor nerves.

It is interesting that the Dach2-Hdac9 signaling system regulates a variety of activity-dependent processes like muscle reinnervation, muscle metabolism, muscle fiber type determination and muscle atrophy (Méjat et al., 2005; Tang and Goldman, 2006; Tang et al., 2006, 2009; Moresi et al., 2010; Macpherson et al., 2011). The coordinate activation of these processes in denervated muscle might help promote muscle survival and reinnervation after nerve damage. Thus, this signaling system appears to play a key role in maintaining motor function in adult animals and might represent a crucial target for enhancing motor function when neuromuscular communication is compromised.

In conclusion, our data suggest that a Dach2-Hdac9 signaling system mediates the inhibitory effects of muscle activity on muscle reinnervation. Dach2 and Hdac9 are highly expressed in innervated muscle and reduced by muscle denervation. This reduction correlates with enhanced reinnervation of denervated muscle and we found that forced overexpression of Dach2 and Hdac9 inhibits this reinnervation. Our studies suggest that the Dach2-Hdac9 signaling system inhibits muscle reinnervation by acting on at least two different pathways; one controlled by Myog and another acting via Gdf5. Our studies suggest Gdf5 might represent a secreted factor that can be used to enhance motor function in people suffering from neuromuscular diseases and age-related sarcopenia.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Mouse lines**

Dach2<sup>−/−</sup> and Hdac9<sup>−/−</sup> mice were previously described (Zhang et al., 2002; Méjat et al., 2005; Davis et al., 2006). Dach2<sup>−/−</sup>/Hdac9<sup>−/−</sup> double knockout mice were generated by breeding Dach2<sup>−/−</sup> and Hdac9<sup>−/−</sup> mice with each other. Myog conditional knockout mice (Myog<sup>flx<sup>−/−</sup>;CAGG-CreER<sup>T2</sup>) were described previously (Knapp et al., 2006). Tamoxifen-mediated recombination was performed as previously described (Knapp et al., 2006; Macpherson et al., 2011). Gdf5bp<sup>−/−</sup> mice were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, Maine). All animal care and experimental procedures were carried out in accordance with guidelines and approval of the University Committee on Use and Care of Animals at the University of Michigan. See supplementary materials and methods for details.
Muscle denervation

Muscle denervations followed previously published protocols (Goldman et al., 1988; Macpherson et al., 2011). To prevent muscle reinnervation after nerve sectioning, the proximal nerve stump was implanted into the hip muscle, which allows for permanent denervation of the lower leg (Carlson and Faulkner, 1988). See supplementary materials and methods for details.

Laser capture microdissection, RNA isolation and real-time PCR

The Arcturus AutoPix system was used to isolate motor neurons from adult spinal cord sections. Sections were stained with Cresyl Violet as previously described (Veldman et al., 2007). RNA was isolated from microdissected samples using a PicoPure RNA Isolation Kit according to manufacturer’s directions. For all other tissues, total RNA was isolated using TRIzol (Invitrogen). A Turbo DNase Kit (Ambion) was used to remove residual DNA and total RNA was quantified spectrophotometrically. One microgram of total RNA was used to generate cDNA with random primers and Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). Real-time PCR was performed with Sybr Green mix (1:20,000 Sybr Green) on an iCycler (BioRad) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Each reaction was performed in duplicate or triplicate on at least three samples for each condition in a volume of 25 μl. Real-time PCR results for muscle were normalized to γ-Actin or desmin mRNA whereas those for spinal cord and sciatic nerve were normalized to GAPDH mRNA. To assay miR206, poly(A) tails were first added to total RNA (Ambion) and subsequent reverse transcription was performed with Superscript II and a poly(T) adapter. Following cDNA synthesis real-time qPCR was performed as described above. Real-time PCR primers are listed in Table S1.

Immunofluorescence analysis of NMJs and nerves

Standard immunofluorescence protocols were used. Briefly, soleus muscles were fixed for 10 min in 4% paraformaldehyde and cut to 40 to 80 μm-thick longitudinal sections. After blocking, endplates were visualized by staining with Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated α-bungarotoxin (α-Btx; 1:2000; ThermoFisher, B-13423) and rabbit anti-βIII-tubulin antibody (1:1000; BioLegend, 802001) or mouse anti-SV2 antibody (1:50; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, SV2). Washed muscles were incubated in secondary antibodies (see the supplementary materials and methods). Following secondary antibody incubation, slides were washed, coverslipped and examined with either a Zeiss Axiophot fluorescence microscope, Zeiss Axioshot, Axio Observer Z.1 or an Olympus FV1000 laser scanning confocal microscope. Quantification of muscle reinnervation in Wt and knockout mice was done blindly by two different individuals using software associated with the Axio Observer Z.1 or Olympus FV1000 microscopes.

Nerve branching analysis was performed on soleus muscles after tibial nerve crush. For this analysis the number of nerve branches that either contacted or crossed over an individual endplate was counted. Approximately 100 endplates from each muscle were analyzed and the data represent the average number of nerve branches per endplate for three muscles. See supplementary materials and methods for details.

Muscle functional measurements

Soleus muscles were surgically freed from surrounding muscle and connective tissue, the distal tendon was secured to the lever arm of a servomotor (Cambridge Instruments) with 5-0 suture and the hindlimb was securely tied to a fixed post with 4-0 suture at the knee. Soleus muscle maximum isometric twitch and tetanic force measurements were determined by indirect nerve stimulation. See supplementary materials and methods for details.

Plasmids, siRNA and muscle electroporation

Plasmids and siRNAs were injected individually or together into innervated soleus muscles. The molar ratio of stealth siRNA to enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) plasmid was 500-fold so as to ensure all GFP+ fibers harbor siRNA. Nucleic acid uptake was facilitated by electroporation as previously described (Tang et al., 2009). Following electroporation, the tibial nerve to the soleus muscle was crushed as described above. See supplementary materials and methods for details.

RNaseq and DNA sequencing

DNA sequencing was performed by the University of Michigan DNA Sequencing Core. RNA was isolated from innervated and 3 day denervated Wt soleus muscle and denervated Dach2<sup>−/−</sup>/Hda<sup>−/−</sup> soleus muscle using Direct-zol RNA MiniPrep Kit (Zymo Research) and was treated with DNase (Invitrogen). RNA was submitted to the University of Michigan DNA Sequencing Core for the generation of RNaseq libraries according to the Illumina TruSeq protocol. Two independent libraries were prepared for each sample. Sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencer. The University of Michigan’s Bioinformatics Core analyzed DNA sequencing data. CUFFDIFFF2 (http://cole-trappnell-lab.github.io/cufflinks/) was used to determine differentially expressed genes, with a false discovery rate of 5%, fold-changes of at least two and abundance greater than five FPKM. The secreted protein database (SPD) (http://spdb.vital-it.ch/spd/) was used to annotate differentially expressed genes. RNaseq data was deposited in GEO with accession number GSE58669. See supplementary materials and methods for details.

Statistics

All experiments were performed a minimum of three times. Statistical analysis was performed using two-tailed Student’s t-test and, where appropriate, ANOVA with post-hoc Bonferroni t-tests. The level of significance was set a priori at P<0.05.
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